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Effect of Roll Motion Control on Vehicle Lateral Stability and Rollover
Avoidance *

Abbas Chokor, Reine Talj, Moustapha Doumiati and Ali Charara

Abstract— This paper discusses the effects of the roll control
on the vehicle performance. Rollover avoidance and lateral
stability constitute the core analysis of this paper. Two roll
reference generators, one static (towards zero) and one dynamic
(function of the vehicle lateral acceleration) are designed for
control purpose. Roll motion control is achieved through the
generation of a feedback roll moment. To track the static
roll reference, the roll moment can be allocated to the active
suspensions, the semi-active suspensions, or the active anti-
roll bar, while the roll motion control towards the dynamic
reference can be only achieved using the active suspensions. To
do so, firstly, based on the time-domain equations of motion
of the full-vehicle nonlinear model, a study on how the roll
control can help the vehicle to avoid the rollover without
deceleration or steering actions is done. Secondly, a frequency
analysis of the lateral stability response to the steering input,
with and without roll motion control is performed to extract
the ranges of steering frequencies and amplitudes where the
roll control could be useful. For this study, two lateral-roll
linear time invariant vehicle models (without and with linear
quadratic roll control) are compared. Thirdly, two robust roll
controllers, i.e., Lyapunov-based, and super-twisting sliding
mode are developed, validated and compared on the full
vehicle nonlinear model using Matlab/Simulink. This paper also
provides a comparison between the roll angle control towards
the static and the dynamic references.

I. INTRODUCTION

Driving safety is a major challenge where rollover and
lateral skidding commit the major fatal injuries [1], [2]. The
effect of the roll motion control on the rollover phenomenon
is obvious since it is effected by the lateral acceleration.
The vehicle rollover has been treated by several Advanced
Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS), either by braking or
steering [3], [4], or in a Global Chassis Control (GCC)
architectures [5], [6], [7] where the authors propose Direct
Yaw Controllers (DYC) that has the desired yaw rate to
switch between two expressions, one is to enhance the lateral
stability and the other one is to avoid rollover. However, these
systems have the disadvantage of decelerating the vehicle.
Authors in [5] have shown a better performance by achieving
the same DYC objective through the Active Differential
Braking (ADB). Some other relevant research such as [3],
[4] propose to control the roll motion by the Active Front
Steering (AFS) and/or ADB to avoid the rollover, regardless
of the vehicle maneuverability and trajectory.
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The effect of the roll motion control on the lateral stability
is more complicated. The dynamics coupling between the
vertical and lateral tire forces is an essential key to enhance
the lateral stability [8]. Several studies on the (semi-)Active
Suspensions (ASus) are conducted to explicitly try to enhance
the lateral stability [9], [10]. The basic idea is to prevent
the saturation of tires lateral forces. For that, researchers
as in [12], [13], [14] propose to control the vertical load
transfer when cornering. However, this method may ensure
a posterior enhancement on the lateral stability but not a
prior demonstrated guaranty. One of this paper objectives is
to demonstrate, a priori, in the frequency domain, that the
roll angle control can always enhance the lateral stability.
Therefrom, the noticed enhancements in these different GCC
approaches have motivated us to create a new synergy
represented by achieving the rollover avoidance and the
lateral stability objectives through the ASus, usually used for
ride comfort and road holding.
The main contributions of this paper are:

• a time-domain analysis of the effect of the roll motion
control on the rollover avoidance;

• a frequency-domain analysis of the effect of the roll
motion control on the lateral stability;

• development and comparison between a Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR), a Lyapunov-based, and a
Super-Twisting Sliding Mode (ST SM) controllers to
control the roll motion;

• a comparison between the roll angle control towards
the static reference zero and the new desired roll angle
(dynamic reference).

The paper structure is as follows: Section II provides a
nonlinear representation of the vehicle roll motion dynamics,
followed by a linear vehicle model called extended bicycle
model. Section III and IV expose the roll control effect on
rollover and lateral stability problems. Section V presents the
general closed loop architecture, including the reference gen-
erator, the controllers and the actuators. Section VI exposes
the Lyapunov-based and the ST SM controllers. In Section
VII, the proposed controllers are validated by simulation.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the achievements of this work
and provides a glance about future contributions.

II. VEHICLE DYNAMICS

A full vehicle model has been already developed and
validated using “SCANeR Studio Simulator” [15], [16]. The
full vehicle model serves here to validate the roll motion con-
trollers. From the full vehicle model, the dynamic equation
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Fig. 1: roll motion (front view)

of the sprung mass roll motion is modeled as:

θ̈ =
1

Ix +Msh2
θ

[
(
−Ff r +Ff l

)
t f +(−Frr +Frl) tr

+Ms (hθ cos(θ)+ zs)ay +Ms (hθ sin(θ)+ zs)g+Mθ ],

(1)

as shown in Fig. 1, where, Ms, hθ and hφ are respectively
the sprung mass weight, the distance between the center of
gravity of the sprung mass and the roll rotation center, and
the distance between the center of gravity of the sprung mass
and the pitch rotation center. Ix is the moment of inertia of
the sprung mass around the x axis. ay is the vehicle lateral
acceleration, considered as exogenous inputs to this equation.
Mθ is the active roll moment to be generated through the
ASus forces, and Fi j is the passive suspension force on the
vehicle corner i j (i= { f : f ront,r : rear} and j = {r : right, l :
le f t}), such as:

Fi j =−Ks,i j(zs,i j− zus,i j)−Cs,i j(żs,i j− żus,i j), (2)

where Ks,i j, and Cs,i j are respectively the suspension stiffness
coefficient and the suspension damping coefficient. zs,i j and
zus,i j are respectively the vertical displacement of the sprung
mass and the unsprung mass (wheel bounce), considered as
exogenous inputs to this equation.

From the other side, the extended bicycle model is a
coupled lateral-roll vehicle model. It is a linear simplified
vehicle model which combines the vehicle yaw and side-slip
to the roll motion. This model is suitable to analyze the
effect of the roll motion control on the lateral stability of
the vehicle. The extended bicycle model is inspired from
literature [12] as the following:

Izψ̈ = Fy f l f +Fyrlr + Ixzθ̈ ,

MV
(

β̇ + ψ̇

)
= Fy f +Fyr +Mshθ θ̈ ,(

Ix +Msh2
θ

)
θ̈ = MshθV

(
β̇ + ψ̇

)
+(Msghθ −Kθ )θ −Cθ θ̇ +Mθ ,

(3)
where Fy f and Fyr respectively represent the lateral force of
the tire on the front axle and on the rear axle; Mθ represents
the active roll moment as a control input. Fy f and Fyr are
supposed to be linear to the wheels side-slip angle such that:

Fy f = µC f α f ,
Fyr = µCrαr,

(4)

where C f and Cr are respectively the double of the front and
rear tires cornering stiffness. The wheels side-slip angles are
found using the following equations:

α f =−β − l f ψ̇

V +δ f ,

αr =−β + lrψ̇

V .
(5)

˙ψ̇

β

θ

θ̇

=

a11 a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
0 0 0 1

a41 a42 a43 a44


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

ψ̇

β

θ

θ̇


︸︷︷ ︸

X

+

bu,11 bu,12
bu,21 bu,22

0 0
bu,41 bu,42


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

[
δd
Mθ

]

(6)
As can be seen, the extended bicycle model is an improved
version of the bicycle model where firstly the roll dynamics
is described by a linear differential equation and secondly it
is included into the lateral motion equations. By substituting
(5) in (4), and then in (3), the state space representation
of the extended bicycle model can be formalized as in (6),
where X = [ψ̇,β ,θ , θ̇ ]T is the state vector. The elements of
the state matrix A ∈ IR4×4, and the input matrix B ∈ IR4×2

are formalized in Appendix I.

III. ROLL MOTION EFFECT ON ROLLOVER PROBLEM

To study the motion roll effect on rollover, suppose that
the vehicle has one degree of freedom represented by the roll
angle θ between the suspended and unsuspended masses (see
Fig. 1). This means that the suspended mass center of gravity
deviates by a positive angle θ (toward the outside) around
the roll axis. Hereby, the moment of all forces around the
axis joining outer wheels becomes:

Msayh−Msg(t f − (h−hr)sinθ)+Fzi2t f = 0. (7)

where Fzi is the vertical force representing the summation
of the front and rear vertical forces of the inner ( w.r.t the
corner) wheels, and t f is the vehicle half track. Because of
the equilibrium of (7), if ay increases, a natural decreasing of
the other single variable Fzi happens, up to a certain amount
of ay where Fzi becomes 0, which represents inner wheels
lift-off. Under the assumption of small angles sinθ ≈ θ , the
lateral acceleration that causes wheels lift-off is:

ay,li f t−o f f =
t f − (h−hr)θ

h
g, (8)

In order to stay in a safe driving region, a safety factor of
0.7 of the total ay,li f t−o f f expressed in (8) is proposed, such
as:

ay,sa f e = 0.7ay,li f t−o f f = 0.7
t f − (h−hr)θ

h
g (9)

To avoid the rollover, ay should be maintained below aysa f e .
While several control actions like the AFS and the ADB
aim to reduce ay, the ASus, semi-ASus and the Active anti-
Roll Bar (ARB) aim, by controlling the roll angle, to elevate
the maximal safe lateral acceleration ay,sa f e. For instance,
stiffening the suspensions using the semi-ASus or the ARB
can reduce the vehicle roll angle towards zero which arises
ay,sa f e as exhibits equation (9). The contribution that adds the
ASus system is the ability to continue turning the roll angle
in the negative direction (to the inner side of the corner),
that means ay,sa f e will be more shifted to a higher value.
The choice of the desired roll angle θdes is done as follows:
- At zero lateral acceleration (straight road), the desired roll
angle is 0◦.
- At a lateral acceleration equal to the maximal static safe
lateral acceleration threshold 0.7 t f

h g, the desired roll angle
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is equal to the maximal achievable roll angle 10◦ (vehicle
design constraints) [17].
- The map between θdes and ay is supposed to be linear
to make a smooth comfortable roll change rate. Thus, the
desired roll angle θdes is given as:

θdes =−
10 π

180

0.7 t f
h g

ay. (10)

IV. ROLL CONTROL EFFECT ON LATERAL STABILITY

A. Stability Index SI Criterion

The most known criterion to evaluate the lateral stability
is called “Stability Index” (SI) [18], [19], [20]. SI can be
expressed as:

SI =
∣∣∣q1β +q2β̇

∣∣∣ , (11)

where q1 and q2 are identified depending on the vehicle
parameters and road adherence µ to characterize the stable
boundary of the β − β̇ phase plane. SI is normalized and
varies between 0 and 1. For SI ≤ SI (a predefined lower
threshold depending on the vehicle and road parameters),
the vehicle is in normal driving situations (stable region); up
to a predefined higher threshold SI, the vehicle is considered
in the critical lateral stability region, where active safety
controllers have to be triggered to cover back the lateral
stability of the vehicle; beyond SI the vehicle operates in
the unstable region.

B. Frequency Analysis Setup

The relation between the roll angle θ and the lateral
stability quantified by the SI criterion (β − β̇ ) is governed
by the dynamical system given in (6). Therefore, this section
analyzes, in the frequency and time domains, the effect of
the roll control on the lateral stability.
The LT I model (6) can be written as:

Ẋ = AX +B1δd +B2Mθ , (12)

where B1 and B2 are respectively the first and second column
of B.
The objective is to compare the frequency response of the
vehicle with a controlled roll motion as in (12), and the
vehicle without a roll controller (Mθ = 0) as in (13):

Ẋ = AX +B1δd . (13)

Thus, let consider the state feedback LQR control law:

Mθ =−KX . (14)

The optimal closed-loop system becomes:

Ẋ = (A−B2K)X +B1δd , (15)

which has the same form as (13), but with a controlled roll
motion.
The optimization procedure consists in finding the control
input U = Mθ which minimizes the performance index J:

J =
∫

∞

0
(XT QX +UT RU)dt, (16)
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Fig. 2: Bode plot SI/δd ; V = 100 km/h

where Q and R are the weighting matrices.
The control purpose is to minimize the roll angle and roll
velocity, by controlling Mθ . Thus, the performance index J
becomes:

J =
∫

∞

0
(ρ1θ

2 +ρ2θ̇
2 +M2

θ )dt, (17)

where the weighting coefficients ρ1 and ρ2 are adjusted to
promote the weight on the roll angle and its rate of change,
while minimizing the energy of the control input.
The matrix gain K has the form:

K = R−1BT
2 P, (18)

where the matrix P is the solution of the Algebric Riccati
Equation:

AT P+PA−PB2R−1BT
2 P+Q = 0. (19)

The frequency response of the vehicle with roll controller
(15) and the vehicle without roll controller (13) can be now
compared.

C. Lateral Stability Frequency Analysis

To analyze the frequency response of the vehicle lateral
stability w.r.t the driver steering input, the transfer functions
GSI

δd
of both uncontrolled (13) and controlled (15) LT I

systems are evaluated in Matlab environment, and their bode
diagrams at the vehicle speed V = 100 km/h are plotted in
Fig. 2. Both curves in Fig. 2 represent the magnitude M(ω)
of GSI

δd
in (db) over the frequency range ω of δd .

The magnitude response of GSI
δd

of the uncontrolled roll
vehicle increases significantly, while controlling the roll
angle remarkably reduces the response of GSI

δ
, especially

at frequencies around the peak magnitude. Based on the
following relation,

SI = A∗10
M(ω)

20 , (20)

at a high steering amplitude (A > 0.1 rad), the SI of the
uncontrolled roll vehicle exceeds SI = 1, while the controlled
one establishes acceptable behavior.
In order to generalize for any speed, the frequency responses

GSI
δd

of the controlled and uncontrolled vehicles are evaluated
at different speeds V = 70, 85, 100, 115 km/h. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 3. This figure shows that as much
as the speed becomes higher, as the difference between
the magnitude curves (at the same speed) becomes greater.
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Hence, at high speed, the roll motion control becomes more
influencing on the lateral stability enhancement.

V. CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

Based on the previous analysis, this section presents the
general closed-loop control scheme to be developed as shown
in Fig. 4. The roll reference generator block is either static
at zero or dynamic as in (10). The roll controller block
is one of the three control techniques: Linear Quadratic
Regulation LQR, Lyapunov-based, and ST SM that will be
developed in the next section. The control input Mθ has to
be generated by the actuators forces or torques depending
on the integrated technology. An example (but not restricted
to) is the distribution of Mθ between the four active forces
Ui j of the ASus. This is done in the control allocation unit
as described in (21):

U f l = 0.5 lr
l f +lr

Mθ

t f
; U f r =−0.5 lr

l f +lr
Mθ

t f
;

Url = 0.5 l f
l f +lr

Mθ

tr
; Urr =−0.5 l f

l f +lr
Mθ

tr
.

(21)

The choice of this distribution is done in order to avoid any
influence on the pitch angle and the bounce displacement
as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Active forces distribution

VI. ROLL MOTION CONTROLLERS DESIGN

This section is dedicated to design robust controllers
for the roll motion. The Lyapunov-based control technique
and the ST SM control technique are used to develop the
roll motion controllers. These robust control techniques are
chosen to deal with the nonlinear behavior/dynamics of the
vehicle. A performance comparison between the Lyapunov-
based, the ST SM, and the LQR controllers is also performed.
As discussed before, the objectives of these controllers are
either to converge the nonlinear roll motion θ given in (1)
to zero or to θdes given in (10). The controllers will be
developed for a general reference θdes of θ , then, they will
be tested for both references.
Let first define:

eθ = θ −θdes, (22)

the error between the actual and desired roll angles.

A. Lyapunov-Based Controller

The control objective is to converge the roll error variable
eθ (of relative degree 2 w.r.t the control input Mθ ) to zero.
Let define the “off-the-manifold” variable zθ , such as:

zθ = ėθ + k1θ eθ + k2θ

∫ t

0
eθ dτ. (23)

Based on Immersion and Invariance approach [21], the “off-
the-manifold” variable zθ has to converge to the target
dynamics corresponding to zθ = 0 in the manifold, where
the roll error dynamics obey to the following equation:

ėθ + k1θ eθ + k2θ

∫ t

0
eθ dτ = 0, (24)

where k1θ> 0 and k2θ> 0 (Routh-Hurwitz stability condition
for a second order characteristic polynomial). Despite the
fact that the convergence of

∫ t
0 eθ dτ to zero is not a necessary

condition, its addition helps to reduce the permanent steady-
state error.
In order to render the manifold attractive, let define a positive
definite Lyapunov candidate function as follows:

Vθ =
1
2

zθ
2, (25)

V̇θ should be negative (Lyapunov stability conditions), thus,

V̇θ = zθ żθ ≤ 0, (26)

then, in order to ensure an exponential convergence of zθ to
zero, let:

żθ =−αθ zθ , (27)

which makes (26) always negative if αθ > 0. Thus:

ëθ +k1θ ėθ +k2θ eθ =−αθ (ėθ +k1θ eθ +k2θ

∫ t

0
eθ dτ), (28)

where
ëθ = θ̈ − θ̈des, (29)
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then substituting θ̈ from (1) in (28), the control input Mθ

can be found as in (30):

Mθ =(Ix +Msh2
θ )[−Mθeq + θ̈des− (αθ + k1θ )(θ̇ − θ̇des)

− (αθ k1θ + k2θ )(θ −θdes)−αθ k2θ

∫ t

0
(θ −θdes)dτ],

(30)

where

Mθeq =
1

Ix +Msh2
θ

[(−Ff r +Ff l)t f +(−Frr +Frl)tr

+Ms(hθ cos(θ)+ zs)ay +Ms(hθ sin(θ)+ zs)g].
(31)

This control input means that the vehicle parameters should
be well estimated and several variables need to be measured
or estimated. Indeed, −Mθeq and (Ix +Msh2

θ
) compensate all

the dynamics of the roll angle expressed in (1) as a feedfor-
ward command, beside the robust terms of the feedback on
eθ , its time derivative and integral of equation (30). θ , θ̇ ,
and ay, zs are measured by the Inertial Measurement Unit
IMU, the suspension forces Fi j could be estimated from
suspensions’ deflections.

B. Super-Twisting Second Order Sliding Mode Controller

A second controller has been developed based on the
ST SM technique. The Super-Twisting algorithm is a second
order sliding mode control that handles a relative degree
equal to one [22]. It generates the continuous control function
that drives the sliding variable and its derivative to zero in
finite time in the presence of smooth matched disturbances.
Let define the sliding variable as follows:

sθ = ėθ + kθ eθ , (32)

where kθ> 0. Unlike the preceding Lyapunov controller,
the integral term of eθ has not been considered inside the
variable sθ , because the super-twisting algorithm is a second
order sliding mode, it contains an integral term on the sign
of sθ [23]. The variable sθ has a relative degree of 1 w.r.t
the control input Mθ , with a second derivative written as:

s̈θ (sθ , t) = Φ(sθ , t)+ξ (sθ , t)Ṁθ (t), (33)

where Φ(s, t) and ξ (s, t) are unknown bounded functions.
The control objective is to achieve the convergence to the
sliding surface defined as sθ = 0. Only the knowledge of sθ

is required in real time.
Suppose that there exist positive constants S0, bmin, bmax,
C0, Mθ ,max such that for |sθ (t)|< S0, the system satisfies the
following conditions: |Mθ (t)| ≤Mθ ,max,

|Φ(sθ , t)|<C0,
0 < bmin ≤ |ξ (sθ , t)| ≤ bmax.

(34)

The sliding mode control law, based on the Super-Twisting
algorithm, is given by:

Mθ (t)=Mθ ,1+Mθ ,2

{
Mθ ,1 =−αθ |sθ |∇sign(sθ ); ∇ ∈]0, 0.5],
Ṁθ ,2 =−βθ sign(sθ ).

(35)
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αθ and βθ are positive gains. The finite time convergence is
guaranteed by the following conditions [23]: αθ ≥

√
4C0(bmaxβθ+C0)

b2
min(bminβθ−C0)

,

βθ > C0
bmin

.
(36)

The ST SM controller is known for its robustness against
parameters uncertainties and disturbances. It converges to the
sliding surface in finite time. Once sθ = 0, the error dynamics
obey to the following equation:

ėθ + kθ eθ = 0. (37)

ėθ and eθ exponentially converge to zero if kθ > 0, and the
states θ and θ̇ exponentially converge to θdes and θ̇des. To be
noted that the term Mθeq of (31) can be added to the control
input Mθ , as a feedforward, to achieve a faster convergence
towards the sliding surface.

VII. CONTROLLERS VALIDATION AND PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON

In this section, the proposed controllers will be validated
on the simulation model (full vehicle model). To do so, the
fishhook maneuver shown in Fig. 6 at an initial speed of
V = 130 km/h is the appropriate test to evaluate both the
vehicle rollover risk and the lateral stability.

A. Controllers Validation: static θdes

Lyapunov-based, ST SM and LQR controllers are com-
pared in this section to evaluate their performances when
minimizing the roll angle to θdes = 0.
Figure 7 shows the roll angle for a vehicle with passive
suspensions (uncontrolled roll) which turns up to 7◦ in both
directions. All the controllers are efficient to control the roll
angle toward zero. As a comparison, beside the robust terms
of the feedback (30), the Lyapunov-based controller compen-
sates all the dynamics of the roll angle as expressed in (31)
to have this performance. That means, in real application,
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a strong knowledge (estimation, measurement, parameters
exactitude, ideal modeling) on the components of Mθeq is
needed. On the other side, the ST SM controller is efficient
in controlling the roll angle by only the generation of the
feedback from the roll angle and velocity (35), with no need
to compensate the roll dynamics. The performance of the
LQR controller is also acceptable to control the roll angle
towards zero.
Fig. 8 shows the lateral acceleration of the uncontrolled
roll vehicle which is approximately the same for all roll
controllers. This means that the roll control does not affect
the lateral acceleration to avoid rollover. In fact, the con-
troller aims to elevate the maximal safe lateral acceleration
expressed in (9), which depends on the roll angle. As the
roll angle is minimized to zero, thus, the maximal safe
lateral acceleration increases as shown in the same figure.
Figure 9 shows the lateral SI of the uncontrolled roll vehicle
which exceeds 0.7, while the controlled ones (by all the
proposed controllers) enhance the lateral stability. Even if
the enhancement is not sufficient, because the SI remains
above 0.7, the roll control to zero can be used to help the
other controllers (AFS and DYC) to avoid the lateral skidding
in a GCC strategy.

B. Controllers Validation: dynamic θdes

In this section, the controllers performances will be eval-
uated when controlling θ to θdes in the opposite direction
expressed in (10).
Figure 10 shows the uncontrolled roll angle (same as in
Fig. 7), the desired one, and the controlled ones. The
Lyapunov-based controlled one, and the ST SM controlled
one accurately track the desired roll trajectory. The LQR
controller, as is synthesized to minimize the roll angle to
zero, not to minimize the error between the roll angle and
its desired trajectory, could not track the desired roll as is
shown in the same figure. For this reason, in this subsection,
the LQR controller is not compared with the Lyapunov-based
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and ST SM controllers.
Figure 11 shows the approximately confounded lateral ac-

celerations of the uncontrolled roll vehicle, and the controlled
ones. It also shows the maximal safe lateral acceleration
which increases more comparing to the case where the roll
angle is minimized to zero. This issue drives away the
rollover risk at this range of lateral acceleration. Figure 12
shows the lateral SI of the uncontrolled roll vehicle that
exceeds the value 0.7 up to 1.2 which leads the vehicle to
loose its lateral stability. Controlling the roll angle toward
the inside wheels enhances the lateral stability as shown in
the same figure, especially after a sharp steering where the
SI is reduced to less than 0.7 by both controllers.
Figure 13 shows the control inputs for both Lyapunov-
based and sliding mode controllers which are in fact the
ASus forces provided by the actuators (after saturating and
filtering). This figure shows that their maximal values are
around 4000 N which is feasible by the ASus actuators
without any saturation. This fact makes these developed
forces realistic and applicable to the vehicle after controlling
the ASus actuators.

C. Roll Reference Performance Comparison

Turning the roll angle in the opposite direction requires
more energy than just minimizing it to zero, because it can
be only achieved by the ASus which consume more energy
comparing to the semi-ASus or the ARB. This fact has made
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from the ASus a non preferable system to be integrated into
series vehicles. However, the results of this paper show better
performance in maintaining the lateral stability and avoiding
the rollover when turning the roll angle in the opposite
direction through the ASus. Figure 14 compares the SI of
the vehicle when controlling the roll angle toward zero and
toward θdes of eq. (10) based on ST SM control technique.
This figure also shows that the control of the roll angle
in the opposite direction brings more enhancement on the
lateral stability than just minimizing it to zero. Hence, it
could contribute to reduce the energy consumption of other
actuators used for lateral stability (AFS, ADB...).

VIII. CONCLUSION

This work has shown the enhancement that the vehicle roll
control could bring on lateral stability and rollover avoidance.
Lyapunov-based, ST SM, and LQR roll motion controllers
have been developed. Controlling the roll in the opposite
direction has demonstrated more advantages on the lateral
stability and rollover avoidance compared to only minimizing
the roll angle to zero. Future works will integrate this strategy
inside a global GCC architecture to show its advantages.

APPENDIX I
YAW-ROLL COUPLED LTI MODEL

a11 = (c1 + Ixz ∗d1 ∗ (1+b1))/(d4 ∗ Iz);a12 = (c2 + Ixz ∗d1 ∗b2)/(d4 ∗ Iz);
a13 = Ixz ∗d2/(d4 ∗ Iz);a14 = Ixz ∗d3/(d4 ∗ Iz);
a21 = b1 +Ms ∗hθ ∗a41/(M ∗V );a22 = b2 +Ms ∗hθ ∗a42/(M ∗V );
a23 = Ms ∗hθ ∗a43/(M ∗V );a24 = Ms ∗hθ ∗a44/(M ∗V );
a41 = d1 ∗ (1+b1)/d4;a42 = d1 ∗b2/d4;
a43 = d2/d4 +d5 ∗a13;a44 = d3/d4 +d5 ∗a14;

(38)

bu,11 = (cδ + Ixz ∗aδ /Iz)/c4;bu,21 = bδ +Ms ∗hθ ∗bu,41/(M ∗V );
bu,41 = d1 ∗bδ /d4 +d5 ∗bu,11;bu,12 = d5/Iz;
bu,22 = Ms ∗hθ ∗d5/(Ixz ∗M ∗V );bu,42 = d5/Ixz.

(39)
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